Abstract-Expert systems that bring facts and valuable experiences together and make some deductions possible. Expression of relevant knowledge and experience in these structures may be in a set of rules. Learning problems are valid with expert systems. Therefore, they cannot add new rules and information automatically by themselves. Rules are created by human experts on the way and added upon the system. Classification datasets are collections of data commonly used in machine learning that contain and classify the previously obtained experiences. In this study, rules were obtained by using Part, NNge, Prism rule classifier algorithms, and a knowledge base of expert systems was systematically created to achieve enrichment. Enrichment and rule deduction process needs careful and sensitive attention. A combined methodology and study was revealed during this sensitive process. In this context, studies were conducted on five widely used datasets. It was aimed to reduce the redundant, conflicting, subsumed and circular rules in order to create a consistent and complete knowledge base. In this way, a methodology was developed to establish more powerful and richer contents of knowledge base that have higher quality.
I. INTRODUCTION
At present, the existence of various applications of expert systems in different fields of knowledge is quite common [1] , [2] . It has become quite essential to develop the information technology, decision making systems, or the entire decision making based on computer. Regarding this, there is a primary role of expert systems involving ascribing of parts to artificial intelligence. In an expert system, all types of decisions are considered through the computer. Expert systems are like the basis of knowledge, or they are in reality, the most significant part of them. In these systems, knowledge is transferred from expertise of any field to the computer [3] , [4] , [5] . An expert system is a type of information system and performs like a human expert for users by applying the knowledge base rules in the specific field. An expert system includes a knowledge base and software module with an inference engine for decision support so that end users could have some advice regarding the decision. Data mining which combines methods like machine learning, artificial intelligence, database systems, statistics, and pattern recognition is utilized for analysis of high volumes of data. Many data-mining algorithms are available for data analysis of different tasks [6] . Expert systems are also developed through data mining approaches. Knowledge, in a rule-based knowledge approach, is represented in terms of condition statements, like it-then rules. There are a number of applications of rule-based expert systems [7] , [8] . Expert systems come under applied artificial intelligence. They were developed in the mid of 1960s by the artificial intelligence community [7] , [9] . In an expert system, the main aspect is its expertise, which is the immense amount of task-specific knowledge, is transferred to a computer through a human. This knowledge is saved in the computer and is used by users through the computer whenever required for advice. The computer makes inferences and reaches a certain conclusion. Similar to a human consultant, the computer then presents advices and it even presents explanations for the given advice, if required. An expert system is a strong and flexible way for attaining solutions to different problems which are not usually addressed through traditional approaches. For this reason, the use of expert systems is increasing and also being used in a number of sectors of our social and technological life. In fact, in those the use of expert systems is becoming quite a significant aspect during problem solving and decision support [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Expert systems are systems that are able to make deductions about a certain field just like an expert of that field. The issue to be considered in the design of expert systems is knowledge base, which is a block of knowledge that consists of rules. The knowledge obtained by utilizing the human expert is established in form of rules to be evaluated by the inference engine. Knowledge base has an important role in results to be obtained and in [19] . After obtaining these rules, the rules are turned into valuable information. And this valuable information turns into utility in decision making and deduction in structures such as expert systems. It is smarter to utilize expert systems in areas where there are few or no domain experts, or at places that are dangerous to work for humans such as high radiation areas like reactor chambers in nuclear power plants. Applications where the expert is relocated or retired, and the need to finish the analysis in a shorter time period are other examples of ways expert systems are useful. Even more comprehensive deductions can be made, ensuring that the expert system makes its assessments in points of view of more than one experts by combining classification data. One disadvantage of an expert system is that it cannot learn new information or rules. That is, expert systems, unlike humans, cannot create new information in time or make new deductions outside the already learned. So, the information must be put into the knowledge base by a knowledge engineer. Additionally, expert people might sometimes not know how to express their knowledge, or they might not be willing to do so [20] . Knowledge engineers will be able to overcome problems and restrictions about subjects like not being able to learn or gather other information, by enriching the expert system rapidly and consistently via the classification data that contains raw experience and data, using the alternative approaches indicated in this study.
II. RELATED WORKS
Omid [19] designed an expert system to distinguish open and closed shells in nuts by converting the rules obtained from J48 decision tree output into if-then statements and fuzzy classifier membership function sets. With the open and closed shells data that contains 300 entries, a successful system evaluation was made. The disadvantage of this study was that an evaluation study and a methodology were not sufficiently presented about whether the rules were consistent and comprehensive or not.
Chang et al. [21] suggested a rule-based expert system with a classifying approach to solve classification problems. In their research, the expert system classifier had to be optimized according to domain experts and/or previous knowledge. Therefore, implementation of a smaller scale rule-based expert system that is able to make good correspondences was achieved by making new activations for rules and intense calculations. The advantage of the study was that the optimum parameter values for the expert system could be identified for the inference engine and optimization engine.
D'Haen et al. [22] developed a decision support system for the lead qualification process. They completed missing information with web crawling data in order to improve commercial information to be used in the decision support system. They conducted their research by combining the obtained data and expert knowledge. The advantage of their research was the demonstration of added utility in decision support systems with the usage of expert knowledge and added obtained knowledge.
Yin et al. [23] gathered deductions from the experiences of subway train operators as a collection of expert knowledge rules. They aimed to achieve safe operation and easy usage of train structures. They gathered valuable knowledge from past operation data with the algorithm named CART based on classification and regression trees. Expert knowledge and data mining algorithms were used together to improve subway train operations. Eventually, a method that surpasses manual operation was developed. The disadvantage of their study was that the obtained rules could not be subjected to a certain value measurement and consistency analysis, and therefore they could not be simplified.
Ho et al. [24] suggested a methodological structure that is able in fuzzy linguistic group decision-making in order to establish a successful and high quality case-based reasoning (CBR) system. They created a KC index that is valid based on membership function parameters labeled by domain experts and comprehensively in terms of the measurement weights of the experts. According to the results of the experiments, it was proven that such a hybrid structure is very effective in establishing a casebased knowledge system and it is a powerful methodology in terms of performance. One shortcoming of their study was that a probability-based rule combination method was not used to evaluate views taken from more than one expert.
Laasri et al. [25] used a fuzzy rule-based expert system for seismic signal classification. Their purpose was to develop a rule-based expert classification system that can work in cooperation with the analysis information of seismic case classification and imitate human evaluation and deduction processes. The main idea behind the establishment of this approach is to learn from which experimental rules human analysts are able to classify seismic cases. The information used in the study was gathered from both expert knowledge and data. A disadvantage of the study was that they did not prefer a probability-based method in conflict analysis.
Seok et al. [26] developed an automated system to determine the age of whole and partial bones. They conducted interviews with two domain experts and Ghanbari et al. [27] emphasized that knowledge-based expert systems have come to be important tools for scientists and engineers. They conducted a study that showed these systems have many properties to overcome real or imaginary engineering problems that cannot be solved with cognitive approaches. They established an expert system with the ability to imitate fluctuations in energy demands under factors that affect consumption and named it "Cooperative Ant Colony OptimizationGenetic Algorithm" (COR-ACO-GA). In the first stage, they created the data base of the expert system with genetic algorithm. In the second stage, they increased the success of the method by intensifying the relationship of fuzzy linguistic rules, and the data base and rule base. The proposed method found to be more accurate and consistent in comparison to the neuro-fuzzy deduction system and artificial neural network.
Murianaa et al. [28] created a model of relationships and correlations between input and output with the help of the deduction rules obtained from the data in the form of time series. They presented the created model as an expert system based on a fuzzy set engine. They focused on the financial performance analysis of a medical center such as a hospital. In this interdisciplinary type of study, they investigated which indicators used for more than one input affected financial performance and in what ways these effects worked. Output measurement calculations were made by the expert system. Then the parameters were estimated using adaptive estimation methods and the required value was compared with the obtained value. Results suggested that deduction measurements were better and adaptive models and they model input-output relationships more effectively.
Lee et al. [29] developed a rule-based shopping expert system. According to high quality estimations, they made improvements and fortifications on the rule-based system in terms of usage and performance. Using this fuzzy cognitive map, the relevant relationships and their directions and magnitude were computed in internetbased stocks purchasing planning systems.
Xavier et al. [30] designed an expert system to automatically predict gene order in the DNA. It was shown with this expert system that estimation quality increased, while the work load for experts decreased effectively. In the article, a rule-based expert system that can imitate human discernment abilities was developed. The system combined heuristic usage of bioinformatics tools and biology. The advantage of the study was that they showed the benefits of expert systems in knowledge acquisition and formation. The results gathered in the first protein function evaluation process showed great performance.
III. RULE BASED EXPERT SYSTEMS
Knowledge can be expressed as sum of what are known also knowledge is power. Expert is a human who have profound and wide information. Domain expert have practical experience and specific information based on facts and rules in specific domain. A human expert is person who can do something related subject rather than other persons. Human mental and reasoning process, due to too complex, is hard to describe by algorithms. Therefore, many experts state their knowledge and experience by a set of list of the rules [20] , [31] .
IF 'final exam result' > 65 AND 'attendance' > 70% THEN 'course grade of the student' is succeed
In artificial intelligence, rules are most common form which are used for presenting knowledge. A rule is composed of two blocks which are shown in Fig. 1 . Rules are described in a "if-then" structure. In this structure, given facts and known information are expressed in "if" block, besides this "then" block is used for action presentation. A rule may present a way of solution for a specific problem. It is relatively easy to create and understand rules [20] . In the early 1970s, a model was proposed by Newell and Simon who are from Carnegie-Mellon University. This model constituted basic of modern knowledge base system. System model was built on a concept that solves problems by using of human knowledge. In Fig. 2 , system model structure is shown [20] .
Knowledge are saved in the way of a set of rules in a rule based expert system. A knowledge base contains useful information to solve a problem in related expert domain. Database consists of a set of facts which are used for matching with "if" block of a rule. Deduction of cause and effect process are obtained by inference engine. Thus, rules and facts connection are established. Explanation ability is a unique feature of expert system. User can ask questions to explanation section about obtained specific results and used facts via user interface. An expert system is developed to run in a specific subject area at level of a human expert. Therefore, high quality performance is most significant property of an expert system. But sometimes expert system may make mistake like a best human expert do [20] .
IV. RULE CLASSIFIER AND EXTRACTION ALGORITHMS
Rule Classifier and Extraction Algorithms are algorithms that work on classifier data set and try to acquire the list of rules that contain and classify all instances. Rule extractions try to summarize the entire data set and put it into a form that is more easily understandable. 3 commonly used rule extractions, part, NNge and prism were preferred in this study.
A. PART
This algorithm works with the principles of divide and conquer. A partial C4.5 decision tree is obtained and best leaf are transformed as a rule on every iteration. It is seen that, more accurate and complete rules, but less rules quantity are composed rather than C4.5 decision tree. This method is simple and effective for learning decision lists [32] .
B. NNge
A database is composed with generalized instances which are obtained by nearest neighbor based algorithm.
This method is example of instance-based rule classifier. These database instances are used for generating "if-then" rules by means of Euclidean distance estimation [33] , [34] .
C. Prism
Significant deficiency of Quianlan's ID3 decision tree outputs are hard to understand and not easy to change. Prism method is based on generating rules from training dataset. The reason of using it in expert system is due to support unrelated information. Prism works based on ID3 algorithm and uses different strategies to obtain modular rules list. Thus, prism prevents most problems encountered with decision trees [35] .
V. METHODOLOGY OF ENRICHING KNOWLEDGE BASE
Motivation and contribution of this paper is summarizing different methods of the rule extraction from classification data. Multiple rule extraction models are shown and can be used in a novel hybrid way. Thus, readers can use one or more methods which are described in here for the purpose of enriching knowledge base of an expert system. Other related works concentrate on verifying completeness and consistency in a rule based expert system. Our proposed work concentrates on rule extraction from classification data.
Classification data sets are in a format where raw data are held in rows and columns. Row is called either as a record or an instance. The class of the record is indicated by a column which is called class attribute and exists in every instance. Classification data sets, depending on the information inside, contain various knowledge in the related domain. These experiences and knowledge are expressed in terms of rules and used to create the knowledge base of expert systems. As it can be seen in Fig. 3 , classification data set is converted into the more valuable list of the rules via rule extraction algorithms. After this stage, to establish an enriched expert system, a semi-auto assessment process to help the knowledge engineer is put into effect and rules are converted into desired form which is more complete and consistent.
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Rules Checker Algorithm
Proposed Methodology of Enriching Process In the study, as it can be seen in Table 1 , specification of lenses commonly used data set in the UCI machine learning data base [36] is given. Lenses, a database for fitting contact lenses. The Lenses data set were subjected to Weka software [37] and results were obtained as shown in Table 2 using Part, NNge, Prism algorithms. Considering the lenses data set used in this study in detail, the data set is about the suitability of a contact lens for patients. The content and properties of this data set is like the following.
Consists of 3 classes are given as follows: 1: the patient should be fitted with hard contact lenses, 2: the patient should be fitted with soft contact lenses, 3: the patient should not be fitted with contact lenses.
Class distributions are as follows: 1. hard contact lenses: 4 2. soft contact lenses: 5 3. no contact lenses: 15 Data set has 4 attributes and their values are given as follows:
1. age of the patient:
(1) young (2) pre-presbyopic (3) presbyopic 
NNge Rules
class none IF : age in {pre-presbyopic,presbyopic} ^ spectacle-prescrip in {hypermetrope} ^ astigmatism in {yes} ^ tear-prod-rate in {normal} (2) class none IF : age in {young,pre-presbyopic,presbyopic} ^ spectacle-prescrip in {myope,hypermetrope} ^ astigmatism in {no,yes} ^ tear-prod-rate in {reduced} (12) class soft IF : age in {presbyopic} ^ spectacle-prescrip in {hypermetrope} ^ astigmatism in {no} ^ tearprod-rate in {normal} (1) class soft IF : age in {young,pre-presbyopic} ^ spectacle-prescrip in {myope,hypermetrope} ^ astigmatism in {no} ^ tear-prod-rate in {normal} (4) class hard IF : age in {pre-presbyopic,presbyopic} ^ spectacle-prescrip in {myope} ^ astigmatism in {yes} ^ tear-prod-rate in {normal} (2) class none IF : age in {presbyopic} ^ spectacle-prescrip in {myope} ^ astigmatism in {no} ^ tear-prod-rate in {normal} (1) class hard IF : age in {young} ^ spectacle-prescrip in {myope,hypermetrope} ^ astigmatism in {yes} ^ tear-prod-rate in {normal} (2)
Prism rules
If astigmatism = no and tear-prod-rate = normal and spectacle-prescrip = hypermetrope then soft If astigmatism = no and tear-prod-rate = normal and age = young then soft If age = pre-presbyopic and astigmatism = no and tear-prod-rate = normal then soft If astigmatism = yes and tear-prod-rate = normal and spectacle-prescrip = myope then hard If age = young and astigmatism = yes and tear-prod-rate = normal then hard If tear-prod-rate = reduced then none If age = presbyopic and tear-prod-rate = normal and spectacle-prescrip = myope and astigmatism = no then none If spectacle-prescrip = hypermetrope and astigmatism = yes and age = pre-presbyopic then none If age = presbyopic and spectacle-prescrip = hypermetrope and astigmatism = yes then none While controlling for redundant rules, similar rules are found. Equals rules in terms of the equality of the antecedent 'if' part and the consequent 'then' part of the rules must be pointed out and redundant rules must be collected under one rule. This is why all the used rule expression and data sets are put into one common format and redundant rules are found.
As it can be seen in Table 3 , the first rule of the Part decision list 'tear-prod-rate = reduced: none', the second rule in the NNge list 'class none IF : age in {young,prepresbyopic,presbyopic} ^spectacle-prescrip in {myope,hypermetrope} ^ astigmatism in {no,yes} ^ tearprod-rate in {reduced}', and the rule in Prism 'If tearprod-rate = reduced then none' were found to be the same rules and they need to be expressed as one single rule.
Secondly, conflicting rules are other rules that should be considered. If the 'if' parts of both rules are the same, but the 'then' parts are different, the rules are conflicting rules and a consistency adjustment must be made. There was no such issue in the rules obtained from the lenses data set. If there were rules that conflicted with each other. conflict resolution would have to be implemented. This would require prioritization of the rules.
Another control parameter is about subsumed rules. This issue arises from 'then' statements of one or more rules with unnecessary or additional conditions in the 'if' statements. In this case, the rule in the subset can be dismissed. For example, the third NNge rule 'Class soft IF : age in {presbyopic} ^ spectacle-prescrip in {hypermetrope} ^ astigmatism in {no} ^ tear-prod-rate in {normal}' and the first Prism rule 'If astigmatism = no and tear-prod-rate = normal and spectacle-prescrip = hypermetrope then soft' have the same result 'soft'. However, the results do not change even If the third rule of NNge does not contain the condition 'age in {presbyopic}', and this attribute was used unnecessarily here. Extraction of rules this way is an example of subsumed rules control.
Finally, circular rules control is about the condition where the 'then' part of one rules is the 'if' part of another rule. In this case, there may arise an infinite loop among rules and the ability of system to make decision is interrupted [38] . There is no such issue regarding the lenses data set.
In Table 4 , after running the rule checker algorithm, list of rules was established for the consistent and complete data base. Table 4 shows the list of all rules obtained by simplification. A total of 20 rules were simplified into 9 rules. All attributes in the list were combined with 'and' statements. The symbol '' represents 'equal'. The parenthesized values in the rule column show how many of the 24 instances as results of rules are contained by the rules. In the example statement of Rule(Instances), "1 (12)", the number 1 shows the rule number, and the number 12 shows that 12 lenses data set units were covered as a result of running the rule.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper outlines a system that runs several rulebased extractors on classification data, combines the output rules to enrich the expert system. In this article, rules were obtained from commonly used classification data sets using rule extraction algorithms. An experiment was conducted on the sample lenses data set by considering whether these results include redundant, conflicting, subsumed and circular rules. Therefore, a method was presented to establish a knowledge base of high content quality. Rule result inference was made and the conflicting rules were eliminated and simplified. The complex structure of the knowledge base was simplified and studies were conducted to simplify the knowledge base in order to create results rapidly.
Expert systems cannot gain new knowledge by themselves, but they need a human with expertise in the relevant domain and a knowledge engineer to input the new information into the system. As disciplines like machine learning develop and the number of data sets increase, classification of data continues in areas such as medicine, space and mechanics etc. It was indicated by
